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An overview of our plans, to help you choose the one that best suits your needs

Introduction to the Monthly plan "Julie" - for 1 user
& startuppers

The monthly plan offer you the following features (Julie - for 1 user in a company or a start-up)

(Payment is renewed automatically every month - 59,99 € HT/ month per user) 

The basic features for appointment scheduling (organization, cancellation and postponement of

appointment, update of the calendar),

Weekly recap of your meetings

A personalized email address for Julie* for her to be fully integrated in your company.

A customized signature, possibly with HTML.

The automatic follow-up: Julie will proactively suggest new availabilities if your contact didn't

reply to a previous suggestion. 

The circle of trust, to let Julie schedule a meeting without your approval, thus allowing her to be

more efficient and help you save even more time

Adding all your Google, Office365 and Exchange calendars to your account.

Meeting rooms booking* (Exchange or Google resources).

Read your collaborators’* “Free / Busy” availabilities (only Exchange and Office 365).

* Features available once you have subscribed to our paying plans



Introduction to the Entreprise plan - Violetta Plan

The monthly Entreprise plan (Violetta plan), available for multiple licenses,  offer you the following

features :

(Payment is renewed automatically every month - 79,99€HT/month/user)

The basic features for appointment scheduling (organization, cancellation and postponement of

appointment, update of the calendar),

Weekly recap of your meetings

A personalized email address for Julie for her to be fully integrated in your company.

A customized signature, possibly with HTML.

The automatic follow-up: Julie will proactively suggest new availabilities if your contact didn't

reply to a previous suggestion. 

The circle of trust, to let Julie schedule a meeting without your approval, thus allowing her to be

more efficient and help you save even more time

Adding all your Google, Office365 and Exchange calendars to your account.

Meeting rooms booking (Exchange or Google resources).

Read your collaborators’ “Free / Busy” availabilities (only Exchange and Office 365).


